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Employers are always looking for ways to enhance

Employer advantages of executive and/or supplemental

benefit plans and reduce risk. Combining group long

disability insurance include:

term disability (LTD) and individual disability insurance
can result in a more comprehensive disability program
that maximizes protection for the employer and
employees. Group LTD plans are a cost-effective way to
provide paycheck protection to all employees, but
group plans can rarely protect executives and higher
earners to the same extent. For example, a group LTD
plan with a $5,000 monthly benefit maximum does not
adequately

cover

employees

making

more

than

$100,000 per year.
Individual disability insurance provides supplemental
coverage that complements the base LTD plan and
prevents reverse discrimination (i.e. when high earners
do not receive coverage that protects their total income,
but lower earners receive a benefit that does). According
to a SHRM survey, 78 percent of employers say that
their long term disability plans don’t include coverage
for bonuses or commissions, and two out of three
employers surveyed report that about 20 percent of
their employees are affected by the benefit cap.

• Attracting and retaining talent, because coverage
meets the needs of higher earners and provides
better benefits and more comprehensive coverage
for all employees.
• Providing coverage (employer-paid or voluntary) to
a certain class of employees.
• Providing more comprehensive disability coverage
for employees in terms of plan features, such as
own occupation protection to the end of the
benefit period, and/or Social Security Normal
Retirement Age.
• Achieving discounts based on volume.
• Easing administration with full benefit education and
enrollment support (online, in-person, or telephonic).
• Adding stability and predictability to LTD costs by
reducing the group LTD maximum and transferring
this amount to an individual disability plan.

[T]wo out of three employers surveyed
report that about 20 percent of their
employees are affected by the benefit cap.
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Employee advantages of executive and/or supplemental
disability insurance include:
• Providing a higher replacement of income (can go
up to 80 percent replacement whereas the standard
group LTD percentage only goes up to 60 percent).
• Providing coverage for uncovered earnings like
bonuses, incentive pay and commissions (not typically
covered by group plans), and retirement contributions.
• Eliminating medical underwriting.
• Providing tax-free benefits.
• Owning the individual coverage makes it portable
at the same premium and locks rates in at the age
the employee buys the coverage.
• Preventing possible carrier changes to provisions
and rates through non-cancellable coverage.

Some employers choose to offer voluntary group LTD
and employer-paid individual insurance for their highvalue employees.

• Removing the possibility of benefit offsets with other
coverages like group LTD and social security disability.

Plans can also be designed to provide employer-paid

All employers can benefit from executive and/or

executive carve out for individual disability insurance

supplemental disability plans. White-collar employers,

and voluntary individual disability insurance for other

such as law practices, architecture firms, and physicians,

employees. There are many options available for

may pay for coverage on all professionals, while

employers of all shapes and sizes.

employers that are primarily blue-collar, such as
manufacturing firms, can benefit from providing a carveout plan for their higher earners.

LTD insurance for all employees, with an employer-paid

A good place to start the process of reviewing your
disability coverage is comparing your group LTD
monthly maximum benefit with the average total income

There are many ways to structure disability plans and an

of your top five earners. If your group LTD plan doesn’t

experienced benefits consultant can work with you to

fully cover high earners, then executive and/or

make sure the plans offered align with your benefit

supplemental individual disability insurance can provide

strategy and company goals. The most common plan

a more comprehensive disability program that benefits

design consists of employer-paid group LTD insurance

the employer and employees.

and employee-paid individual disability insurance.
As always, should you have any questions, please contact your
Parker, Smith & Feek Benefits Team.
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